
Lesson:   Incredible Journey/Project Wet 2.0 
 
Objective:   Students will be able to describe the movement of water through the water 

        Cycle and identify the different states of water. 
 
NGSS: 
 
 
Vocabulary:  water cycle, precipitation, evaporation, condensation, transpiration, respiration, 

          Run-off, sublimation, elimination, infiltration, recharge, discharge, intake, ground 
          Water, surface water, capillary action 

 
 
Materials; Water cycle posters with vocabulary envelopes, 10 containers of beads, each a  

      different color, dice for each station, clipboards with poster identifying each  
      station, precut strings with yellow bead attached for bracelets 

 
Setup:   Place the matching clipboard, die, and bead container in a circular pattern in a large 

 open area.   The stations should not be placed in numerical order, but rather be placed 
 in random order. 

 
Procedure: 
 

1.  Introduce the lesson. 
a.  Give each pair/group of students a water cycle map and the terms to 

place on the poster as they see fit.  Students should complete this activity 
with no help from adults.  

b.  When finished go over the terms, then have students go back and make 
corrections based on what they have learned. 

2.  The Activity 
a. Explain to students that they will make a water cycle bracelet.  The purpose of  

making the bracelet is to be able to see how water moves through the cycle. 
Explain that they will most likely not get every color bead. 

b. Identify the parameters of the activity: 
1.  Everyone works individually, not as a group. 
2. Bracelets are complete when students have a total of 11 beads on  

Their bracelet.  If they have more, they will need to return the extra 
Beads. 

3. Give each student a bracelet with a yellow bead. 
4. Spread the students out among all of the stations. 
5. Have each student immediately add a bead from the first station. 
6. Each student rolls the die, and then, moves to the station rolled 

On the die. 
7. Once they have moved to the designated station, they add a bead, 

Roll the die, move to the station they rolled, repeat until there are 



11 beads on their bracelet. 
3. Conclusion  

a. When completed, have students compare bracelets and see how  
                            Different their journeys were through the water cycle. 

b.  Question students on possible combinations, such as going from a glacier to an 
animal, or lake to an animal.  Discuss the combinations 

                            And the reasons for them. 
c.  Have students share what they learned about how water moves through the 

water cycle. 
 
 
Resource:  Project Wet 2.0 Incredible Journey lesson, page 155 


